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Marianne Cronin
The One Hundred Years Of Lenni
And Margot
Life is short. No-one knows that better than seventeen-year-old Lenni
living on the terminal ward. But as she is about to learn, it's not only what
you make of life that matters, but who you share it with.
Dodging doctor's orders, she joins an art class where she bumps into
fellow patient Margot, a rebel-hearted eighty-three-year-old from the next
ward. Their bond is instant as they realize that together they have lived an
astonishing one hundred years.
To celebrate their shared century, they decide to paint their life stories:
of growing old and staying young, of giving joy, of receiving kindness, of
losing love, of finding the person who is everything. As their extraordinary
friendship deepens, it becomes
vividly clear that life is not done
with Lenni and Margot yet.
Full of wisdom and kindness. It
is just the kind of book I adore.
JOANNA CANNON
Emotional, involving, witty and
sad. Everyone is going to love
Lenni and Margot.
JILL MANSELL

July
Robert Goddard
The Fine Art Of Invisible Detection
Umiko Wada has had quite enough excitement in her life. With her
husband recently murdered and a mother who seems to want her married
again before his body is cold, she just wants to keep her head down. As
secretary to a private detective, her life is pleasingly uncomplicated, filled
with coffee runs, diary management and paperwork. That is, until her boss
takes on a new case. A case which turns out to be dangerous enough to
get him killed. A case which means Wada will have to leave Japan for the
first time and travel to London. Following the only lead she has, Wada
quickly realises that being a detective isn't as easy as the television makes
out. And that there's a reason why secrets stay buried for a long time...

Goddard at his impeccable best:
do not miss it.
DAILY MAIL
...the plot unwinds with a
deceptively light touch that
does not falter...genuinely
entertaining [with an] explosive
finale.
EVENING STANDARD

General Fiction 378pp

Mystery 408pp

Matt Haig
The Comfort Book

Charles Kingston
Murder In Piccadilly

The Comfort Book is a collection of little islands of hope. It gathers
consolations and stories that give new ways of seeing ourselves and the
world. Matt Haig's mix of philosophy, memoir and self-reflection builds on
the wisdom of philosophers and survivors through the ages, from Marcus
Aurelius to Nellie Bly, Emily Dickinson to James Baldwin. This is the book
to pick up when you need the wisdom of a friend, the comfort of a hug or
just to celebrate the messy miracle of being alive.

When Bobbie Cheldon falls in love with a pretty young dancer at the
Frozen Fang night club in Soho, he has every hope of an idyllic marriage.
But Nancy has more worldly ideas about her future: she is attracted not so
much to Bobbie as to the fortune he expects to inherit.
Bobbie's miserly uncle Massy stands between him and happiness: he will
not relinquish the ten thousand a year on which Nancy's hopes rest. When
Bobbie falls under the sway of the roguish Nosey Ruslin, the stage is set for
murder in the heart of Piccadilly – and for Nancy's dreams to be realised.
When Chief Inspector Wake of Scotland Yard enters the scene, he uncovers
a tangled web of love affairs, a cynical Soho underworld, and a motive
for murder.

Love this man's books.
JODI PICOULT

1

British Library Crime Classics

Matt Haig has a way of looking
at life which will make you stop
and think, and by the time you
reach the last page, you will
understand the world just that
little bit better and feel a little
more comfortable being in it.
JOANNA CANNON

Readers' Reviews:

N/F: General 240pp

Classic Crime 372pp

Yet another wonderful British
Library Re-Issue!!
Very interesting with its twists
and turns.

Charnwood Softcover 		
Michael Ridpath
The Diplomat's Wife

David Stafford
Skelton's Guide To Suitcase Murders

1936. Devastated by the death of her beloved brother Hugh, Emma
seeks to keep his memory alive by embracing his dreams of a communist
revolution. But when she marries an ambitious diplomat, she must live
within the confines of embassy life in Paris and Nazi Berlin. Then one of
Hugh's old comrades reappears, asking her to report on her philandering
husband, and her loyalties are torn.

A woman's dismembered corpse is discovered in a quarry, and police
quickly link the victim back to their chief suspect: her husband, Doctor
Ibraham Aziz. His wife had been planning to leave him, so his guilt isn't
in doubt as far as local law enforcement is concerned. Barrister Arthur
Skelton is asked to represent the accused, and though all believe the
case to be hopeless, Skelton suspects there may be more to the victim's
death. Aided by his loyal clerk Edgar and his roaming cousins, Alan and
Norah, Skelton soon finds himself embroiled in an investigation not only
concerning this world but the one beyond. Can he convince a jury of
Aziz's innocence before the judge dons his black cap?

1979. Emma's grandson, Phil, dreams of a tour of Europe. So when she
determines to make one last trip to the places she lived, and try to solve
a mystery that has haunted her since the war, he jumps at the chance to
accompany her. Their journey takes them to darker, more dangerous places
than either of them could ever have imagined...

Charnwood

July – August

The Arthur Skelton Series
Fast-paced, twisty and hugely
enjoyable. Ridpath's wonderfully
vivid descriptions, colourful
characters and thoroughly
engaging plot made me want to
jump into a two-seater and head
for Paris! SOPHIE HARDACH

Readers' Reviews:
I really enjoyed this...reminiscent
of Agatha Christie's golden age
crime writing crossed with the
humour of P.G Wodehouse.

A thrilling journey packed with
twists, turns and hidden secrets.
A real page-turner... KATE ELLIS

A wonderfully plotted novel,
with a cast of unmissable
characters that is an absolute
delight to read.

Historical Mystery 420pp

Historical Mystery 342pp

Charlene Allcott
More Than A Mum

Will Dean
The Last Thing To Burn

Mother: a woman considered in relation to her child or children.

He is her husband. She is his captive. Her husband calls her Jane. That is
not her name.

Wife: a woman considered in relation to her spouse.
Shouldn't there be more?
Alison has built her life around her family. Every day she packs lunches,
rushes to work, and breaks up her daughters' squabbles. She's bored,
restless and hungry for some excitement.
Perhaps the charismatic Frank could be what she's missing. But is Frank
all he makes out to be? And what if a new, glamorous life isn't quite what
she needs?

Readers' Reviews:
...had me hooked and giggling
out loud. It's a fun, entertaining
and relatable read.
Fun, witty, light-hearted must
read!

General Fiction 378pp

She lives in a small farm cottage, surrounded by vast, open fields.
Everywhere she looks, there is space. But she is trapped. No one knows
how she got to the UK: no one knows she is there. Visitors rarely come to
the farm; if they do, she is never seen.
Her husband records her every movement during the day. If he doesn't
like what he sees, she is punished.
For a long time, escape seemed impossible. But now, something has
changed. She has a reason to live and a reason to fight. Now, she is
watching him, and waiting...
Outstanding. The best thriller in
years. MARTINA COLE
Sensational. Claustrophobic,
compulsive, and almost
unbearably tense it's a heart-inmouth read that's packed with
suspense. Readers will be saying
'just one more page' all the way
from the gripping beginning to
the heart-stopping end.
C.L. TAYLOR

Suspense 252pp
2
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Katie Fforde
A Wedding In The Country

Victoria Hislop
One August Night

Lizzie has just arrived in London, determined to make the best of her new
life. Her mother may be keen that she should have a nice wedding in
the country to a Suitable Man chosen by her. And Lizzie may be going to
cookery school to help her become a Good Wife. But she definitely wants
to have some fun first.

25th August 1957. The island of Spinalonga closes its leper colony. And a
moment of violence has devastating consequences.

It is 1963 and London is beginning to swing as Lizzie cuts her hair, buys a
new dress with a fashionably short hemline, and moves in with two of her
best friends, one of whom lives in a grand but rundown house in Belgravia
which has plenty of room for a lodger. Soon Lizzie's life is so exciting that
she has forgotten all about her mother's marriage plans for her. All she
can think about is that the young man she is falling in love with appears
to be engaged to someone else...

In the aftermath, the question of how to resume life looms large. Stigma
and scandal need to be confronted and somehow, for those impacted, a
future built from the ruins of the past.

Thank goodness for Katie
Fforde, the perfect author to
bring comfort in difficult times.
She really is the queen of
uplifting, feel good romance.
AJ PEARCE
Reading a Katie Fforde is like
getting in a lovely hot bath with
scented oils and relaxing salt.
JANE WENHAM-JONES

When time stops dead for Maria Petrakis and her sister, Anna, two families
splinter apart and, for the people of Plaka, the closure of Spinalonga is
forever coloured with tragedy.

Hislop's love for Greece shines
through this wonderfully
descriptive and compelling tale.
SUNDAY EXPRESS
This love letter to Greece will
sweep you away to another
time and place.
THE SUNDAY MIRROR

General Fiction 384pp

General Fiction 282pp

Adele Parks
Both Of You

Dick & Angel Strawbridge
A Year At The Château

Leigh Fletcher, happily married stepmum to two gorgeous boys, goes
missing on Monday. Her husband Mark says he knows nothing of her
whereabouts. She simply went to work and just never came home. Their
family is shattered.

Like many couples, Dick and Angel had long dreamed of living in France.
But where others might settle for a modest bolthole in the French
countryside, the Strawbridges fell in love with a 19th-century fairytale
château, complete with 45 rooms, 7 outbuildings, 12 acres of land and its
own moat. A Year At The Château follows their adventure from when they
first moved to France in the depths of winter and found bedrooms infested
with flies, turrets inhabited by bats, the wind rattling through cracked
windows, and just one working toilet (which flushed into the moat),
through to the monumental efforts that went into readying the château
for their unforgettable wedding and their incredibly special first Christmas.

Kai Janssen, married to wealthy Dutch businessman Daan, vanishes the
same week. Kai left their luxurious penthouse and glamourous world
without a backward glance. She seemingly evaporated into thin air. Daan
is distraught.
DC Clements knows that people disappear all the time – far too frequently.
Most run away from things, some run towards, others are taken but find
their way back. A sad few never return. These two women are from very
different worlds: their disappearances are unlikely to be connected. And
yet, at gut level, Clements believes
they might be...
...one of her very best.
Ambitious, nail-biting, darkly
voyeuristic – I tore through it in
two sittings. LOUISE CANDLISH
...yet another stick of literary
dynamite from Adele Parks:
chilling, gripping and entirely
unputdownable. LISA JEWELL

Suspense 402pp
3

August

As seen on the hit Channel 4 show Escape To The Château
Readers' Reviews:
This book is absolutely charming
and a must have if you love the
TV series.
The book is well written...
Straightaway you are engaged
in their journey to this fairy tale
château.

N/F: General 336pp

Charnwood Softcover 		
Jeffrey Archer
Turn A Blind Eye

Louise Beech
This Is How We Are Human

William Warwick, now a Detective Inspector, is tasked with a dangerous
new line of work: to go undercover and expose corruption at the heart of
the Metropolitan Police Force. His team is focused on following Detective
Jerry Summers, a young officer whose lifestyle appears to exceed his
income. Meanwhile, a notorious drug baron goes on trial, with the
prosecution case led by William's father and sister. And William's wife
Beth, now a mother to twins, renews an old acquaintanceship with
someone who appears to have turned over a new leaf – or has she? As
the undercover officers start to draw the threads together, William realizes
that the corruption goes deep, and that more of his colleagues than he
first thought might be willing to turn a blind eye.

Sebastian James Murphy is 20 years, six months and two days old. He
loves swimming, fried eggs and Billy Ocean. Sebastian is autistic. And
lonely.

William Warwick Series
Readers' Reviews:
An outstanding read.

Veronica wants her son Sebastian to be happy. She wants the world to
accept him for who he is. She is also thinking about paying a professional
to give him what he desperately wants.
Violetta is a high-class escort, who steps out into the night thinking only of
money. Of her nursing degree. Paying for her dad's care. Getting through
the dark.
When these three lives collide – intertwine in unexpected ways –
everything changes. For everyone.
...a searching, rich and thoughtprovoking novel with an
emotional core that will warm
and break your heart.
LOVE READING

Another winner.

An atmospheric, haunting and
beautifully written page turner!
CL TAYLOR

General Fiction 378pp

General Fiction 360pp

J.P. Delaney
Playing Nice

Anne Glenconner
Murder On Mustique

Pete Riley answers the door one morning to a parent's worst nightmare.
On his doorstep is Miles Lambert, who breaks the devastating news that
Pete's two-year-old, Theo, isn't his real son – their babies got mixed up
at birth. The two families – Pete and his partner Maddie, and Miles and
his wife Lucy – agree that, rather than swap the boys back, they'll try to
find a more flexible way to share their children's lives. But when Theo is
thrown out of nursery for hitting other children, Maddie and Pete have
to ask themselves: how far do they want this arrangement to go? And a
plan to sue the hospital triggers an investigation that unearths disturbing
questions about just what happened the day the babies were switched.

Mustique is in a state of breathless calm as tropical storm Cristobal edges
towards it across the Atlantic. Most villa owners have escaped the island
but a few young socialites remain, unwilling to let summer's partying end.
American heiress Amanda Fortini is one such thrill-seeker – until she heads
out for a morning swim and doesn't return.

Seriously, amazingly, awesomely
brilliant. CJ TUDOR
Dazzling – a pitch-perfect thriller.
LEE CHILD

Thriller 432pp

Charnwood

September

Detective Sergeant Solomon Nile is the island's only fully trained police
officer. He contacts Lord and Lady Blake, who bought the island decades
ago. Jasper is in St Lucia designing a new village of luxury villas but Lady
Veronica catches a plane immediately. Her beloved god-daughter, Lily,
is on the island and this disappearance has alarming echoes of what
happened to Lily's mother years ago.
When Amanda's body is found, a murder investigation begins. But the
local community isn't co-operating.
And then the storm hits, and
someone else disappears...
Dazzling...full of glamour,
intrigue and gossip.
TELEGRAPH MAGAZINE

Mystery 318pp
4
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Paula Hawkins
A Slow Fire Burning

Gil North
The Methods Of Sergeant Cluff

Laura has spent most of her life being judged. She's seen as hot-tempered,
troubled, a loner. Some even call her dangerous.

After battling for justice at great personal risk, Sergeant Caleb Cluff makes
a swift return to duty. One wet and windy night, a young woman's corpse
is discovered lying face down on the cobblestones of a passageway in the
Yorkshire town of Gunnarshaw. The deceased is Jane Trundle, an attractive
girl who worked as an assistant in a chemist's shop. She yearned for
the good life, and there is more money in her handbag than she would
have earned in wages. And it is Sergeant Cluff's understanding of human
passion that will lead him to the truth...

Miriam knows that, just because Laura is witnessed leaving the scene of
a horrific murder with blood on her clothes, it doesn't mean she's a killer.
Bitter experience has taught her how easy it is to get caught in the wrong
place at the wrong time.
Carla is reeling from the brutal murder of her nephew. She trusts no one:
good people are capable of terrible deeds. But how far will she go to find
peace?
Innocent or guilty, everyone is
damaged. Some are damaged
enough to kill.
...twists and turns like a great
thriller should, but it's also deep,
intelligent and intensely human...
the characters are just like people
you know...or maybe even just
like you yourself.
LEE CHILD
Gripping and intriguing, I loved
every moment... S.J. WATSON

Thriller 336pp

British Library Crime Classic
Remarkable... Set apart by the
quality of the writing, which is
sparse and poetic, and above
all by the character of Cluff
himself... SHINY NEW BOOKS
Some of his insights into his
characters are beautifully written
– sparsely, but with truth and a
real empathy for the narrowness
and hardships of their lives.
FICTION FAN

Classic Crime 168pp

Magna
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Rachel Brimble
A Shop Girl In Bath

Jean Fullerton
A Ration Book Daughter

Hardworking and whip-smart, Elizabeth Pennington is the rightful heir
of Bath's premier department store – but her father, Edward Pennington,
believes his daughter lacks the business acumen to run his empire. He
is resolute that a man will succeed him. Determined to break from her
father's hold and prove she is worthy of inheriting Pennington's, Elizabeth
forms an unlikely alliance with ambitious and charismatic master glovemaker Joseph Carter. They have the same goal: bring Pennington's into
a new decade while embracing woman's equality and progression. But,
despite their best intentions, it is almost impossible not to mix business
and pleasure... Can the two thwart Edward Pennington's plans for
the store? Or will Edward prove
himself an unshakeable force who
will ultimately ruin both Elizabeth
and Joseph?

Cathy was a happy, blushing bride when Britain went to war with Germany
three years ago. But her youthful dreams were crushed by her violent
husband Stanley's involvement with the fascist Blackshirts, and even when
he's conscripted to fight she knows it's only a brief respite – divorce is
not an option.

Pennington's Department
Store Series

East End Ration Book Series

Readers' Reviews:

Jean Fullerton, the queen of the
East End saga, returns with a
wonderful new nostalgic novel.

A captivating read...

When a telegram arrives declaring that her husband is MIA, Cathy can
finally allow herself to hope – she only has to wait six months before she
is legally a widow. So she advertises for a lodger, and Sergeant Archie
McIntosh of a Royal Engineers bomb disposal squad turns up. He is
kind, clever and thoughtful; their
mutual attraction is instant. But
with Stanley's fate unclear, and
bombs raining down, will Cathy
ever have the love she deserves?

Quintessentially fabulous!

384pp
5
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480pp

July

Rosie Hendry
Victory For The East End Angels

Terri Nixon
A Cornish Promise

As the war comes to an end, can the East End Angels keep the home fires
burning?

Cornwall, 1929. Fiona Fox, youngest child of the celebrated Fox family, is a
devoted volunteer at the local lifeboat station, giving all her free time and
her energy to the selfless crew. But when she seizes a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to do more, she sets in motion a chain of events that sparks
danger and intrigue at Fox Bay Hotel.

Meet The East End Angels, the newest members of Station Seventy-Five's
ambulance crew...
Frankie's fiancé, a doctor, is away looking after the troops in Europe – will
he return safely home?
Winnie has a happy secret – but can she carry on at Station Seventy-Five
when she's going to have a baby?
Bella is intrigued by her new friend, a Polish airman.

The stranger she brings into her family home provides an unsettling
presence over Christmas, and when visiting Hollywood royalty is drawn
into the web, Fiona has to decide how much her promises are worth after
all.

East End Angels Series

But the glamorous visitors have their own secrets, and their own reasons
for hiding out at Fox Bay. As those reasons become apparent, Fiona must
choose between betraying a close friend, and keeping her word...and
lives are at stake whichever way
she turns.

Readers' Reviews:

Fox Family Saga Series

As the war ends and victory is in sight, what next for the girls of Station
Seventy-Five?

Gripping read...
This book has it all! Fabulous
characters, friendship, a happy
secret and that most delicious
thing of all, a very fitting ending
– perfect actually.

Magna
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Readers' Reviews:
I was hooked right from the start
so it's yet another winner from
this very talented writer and I
can't wait for book three.
Another satisfying read from
Terri Nixon.

396pp

438pp

Maggie Sullivan
The Land Girls From Coronation
Street

Glenda Young
The Miner's Lass

Vera Sharples, the over-protected daughter of Ena, longs for independence,
and while her mother wants to marry her off, she isn't keen on Bob Lomax,
Vera's own choice for matrimony. Her friend, Lily Longhurst, has found
herself on the wrong side of a doomed romance and decides it's high time
that she and Vera take their lives into their own hands. With Ena unable
to deny her daughter the chance to do her bit for King and Country, the
girls sign up for the Land Army, where life is very different from the familiar
cobbles of Coronation Street. But even with her daughter far away down
south, Ena can't stop meddling in Vera's life and hatches a plan that could
put paid to all of Vera's hopes...

A life of poverty in a cramped pit cottage is all that 17-year-old Ruby
Dinsdale has known. Even with her father and younger brother working at
the coal mine, money is tight. Her mother Mary is skilled at stretching what
little they have, but the small contribution Ruby makes from her job at
the local pub makes all the difference. So when Ruby is sacked, and Mary
becomes pregnant again, the family's challenges are greater than ever.
When charming miner Gordon begins to court Ruby it seems as though
happiness is on the horizon, until she uncovers a deeper betrayal than she
could ever have imagined.
But although the Dinsdales are materially poor, they are rich in love,
friendship and determination – all qualities that they will draw on to get
them through whatever lies ahead.

Coronation Street Series
Readers' Reviews:
If you're a Coronation Street
fan, then this a must read.
A perfect read.

306pp

...a wonderful, uplifting story.
NANCY REVELL
I enjoyed it enormously, being
totally absorbed from the first
page. I found it extremely well
written, and having always loved
sagas, one of the best I've read.
MARGARET KAINE

360pp
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Rosie Archer
Victory For The Bluebird Girls

Poppy Cooper
The Post Office Girls

As war finally draws to a close and the lights come back on across Europe,
what will victory and peacetime bring for the south coast's Bluebird Girls?

1915. Beth Healey hopes that she will be able to forget the ghastly war
and celebrate her 18th birthday. But that evening, her twin brother Ned
announces that he has signed up to fight.

In their rise to fame over the course of the war, Bea Herron, Ivy Sparrow
and Rainey Bird have faced down bombs and looked tragedy in the eye.
They have also found love, created their own families and had careers that
they never thought possible.

Beth applies to join the Army Post Office's new Home Depot on Regent's
Park. She will be responsible for making sure that letters and parcels get
through to the troops on the front line.

With peace finally on the horizon, what will the new world hold for them?

Beth is thrilled to be a crucial part of the war effort and soon makes friends
with fellow post girls Milly and Nora, and meets the handsome James. But
just as she begins to feel that her life has finally begun, everything starts
falling apart. Can Beth and her new friends keep it all together and find
happiness at last?

Bluebird Girls Series

The first in The Post Office
Girls Series

Readers' Reviews:
...couldn't put this book down.
...thoroughly enjoyed this book.

276pp

390pp

Jenny Holmes
The Air Raid Girls

Rosie Meddon
Her Heart's Choice

May 1941. Three young women join the war effort during the Yorkshire
Blitz.

Lou Channer wants a life outside of North Devon, which she's never left.
She yearns to contribute to the war effort and takes a job as a clerk in the
Royal Canadian Navy depot in Plymouth, lodging with other girls from the
depot who take her under their wing.

Connie, an ARP warden, persuades her sister Lizzie to become an
ambulance driver. Their friend Pamela is also keen to do her bit when her
home is destroyed in a night raid.
As the women face a baptism of fire: the shock of night shifts during
blackout, bombing raids and the destruction of their previously orderly
world, can their fighting spirit stand up to the realities of modern warfare?
And what of their families and the men they love?

Readers' Reviews:
Entertaining, enlightening and
thoroughly enjoyable.

When Lou catches the eye of local wheeler-dealer Harry, who dazzles her
with nights about town, she finally feels like one of the girls. And when
Lieutenant Douglas Ross asks her out, Lou can't believe her luck – or
decide who to give her heart to.
But during war, tragedy is always just around the corner, and when Lou's
depot is burgled, she's suddenly the primary suspect – and her whole
future is on the line.
WWII Saga Series
Torn between two men, Lou
must choose love or duty ...?

I absolutely loved this book.

354pp
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August – September

Michelle Rawlins
The Steel Girls

Elaine Roberts
The Foyles Bookshop Girls

Sheffield, 1939. With war declared, brave women step up and do their bit
for their country.

London, 1914. One ordinary day, three girls arrive for work at London's
renowned Foyles bookshop. And when war with Germany is declared, their
lives will never be the same again...

Housewife Nancy never dreamed that she'd end up in the Vickers
steelworks factory, but when husband Bert is called up to serve, she needs
to put food on the table for her two young children.
Betty's sweetheart William has joined the RAF Reserves, so she can't sit
around and do nothing – even if it means giving up her ambitions to study
law at night school.
Young Patty is relishing the excitement the war brings. But this shop girl is
going to have to grow up quickly, especially now she's undertaking such
back-breaking and dangerous work in the factory...
Steel Girls Series
Readers' Reviews:
Enjoyed this lovely story from
the first page.
The bravery of these women
was deeply moving, I loved it!

Alice has always been the 'sensible' one in her family – especially in
comparison with her women's-suffrage-supporting sister! But, decidedly
against her father's wishes, she accepts a job at Foyles bookshop; being a
bookworm, it's a dream come true for her.
With the country at war, Alice's happy world is shattered in an instant.
Determined to do what she can, Alice works in the bookshop by day, and
risks her own life driving an ambulance around bomb-ravaged London by
night. But however busy she keeps herself, she can't help but think of the
constant danger those she loves are facing on the front line...
The first in the Foyles Girls
Series
A fabulous, uplifting tale of
friendship at the heart of
wartime. FIONA FORD
A delightful story of friendship,
love and hope during the dark
days of WW1. Elaine Roberts is
a bright new star in the world of
sagas and has a fabulous future
ahead of her. ELAINE EVEREST

354pp

384pp

Lyn Andrews
The Girls From Mersey View

Rosie Archer
The Picture House Girls

Liverpool, 1935. Monica Savage is delighted when new neighbours move
in next door, and she and Joan Copperfield quickly become friends. While
Monica's father has a good job as a guard on the railway, Joan's family
are harder up, with her sailor dad Billy mostly off at sea. Though money's
tight, the Copperfield women are spirited and independent, and it's her
friendship with the more confident Joan that gives Monica the courage to
pursue her dream of becoming a hairdresser. Joan is lucky enough to get
a job at Crawford's biscuit factory.

In 1940s Hampshire the war is settling into its stride, bringing dark days
for many.

But there are dark secrets lurking. When an abandoned child arrives
unexpectedly on the Copperfields' doorstep, her arrival will change
everything. As war clouds gather, can the girls make their back-street
dreams reality, or will the families of Mersey View be torn apart?
An outstanding storyteller.
WOMAN'S WEEKLY

Magna
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Eighteen-year-old Connie Baxter works as an usherette at the Criterion
Picture House in Gosport. Here she meets Vera, a cleaner at the cinema,
and her niece, Babs, who sells ice creams. As the war rages on, the women
get to know each other, uniting against the wandering hands of the
Criterion's creepy manager.
But when Connie falls for the charming Tommo Smith, her friendships are
tested. When Tommo tells her that he's a dancing instructor at a local club
her eyes light up. Connie is desperate for him to teach her to dance like
her idol, Ginger Rogers. Yet Babs is suspicious.
As Connie struggles with the harsh realities of war, she comes to
realise that life isn't always like the
pictures...
The Picture House Girls Series

The Catherine Cookson of
Liverpool. NORTHERN ECHO

Readers' Reviews:
Well done Rosie, another
cracker!
I loved this read, it draws you in
like you're part of the family.

378pp

282pp
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Rachel Brimble
A Shop Girl Gets The Vote

Dilly Court
Fortune’s Daughter

1911, Bath. Banished from her ancestral home, passionate suffrage
campaigner Esther Stanbury works as a window dresser in Pennington's
Department Store. She has hopes for women's progression and will do
anything to help secure the vote.

Abandoned by their parents and left to fight for themselves, headstrong
Rosalind Carey has no choice but to take charge of her younger brothers
and sister in Devonshire's grand Rockwood Castle. But their once muchloved home is crumbling like the family that lives within it. Living hand to
mouth, and desperate to provide for the estate that depends on them, the
Carey family are one debt away from ruin. Until the day comes when the
dashing Piers Blanchard appears on their doorstep from Cornwall, claiming
he is Rosalind's distant cousin and that Rockwood Castle is his. Piers says
he wants to help pay off the family's debts. But how can Rosalind be sure
he isn't out to take what is his and leave them all homeless? Only a closely
guarded secret will convince Rosalind she can trust Piers to protect her
family – and her fragile heart.

Owner of the prestigious Phoenix Hotel, Lawrence Culford has what
most would view as a successful life. But Lawrence is harbouring shame,
resentment and an anger that threatens his future happiness.
When Esther and Lawrence meet, their mutual understanding of life's
challenges unites them, and they are drawn to the possibility of a love
that neither thought existed.
With the Coronation of King-Emperor George V looming, the atmosphere
in Bath is building to fever pitch, as is the suffragists' determination
to secure the vote. Will Esther's
rebellious nature lead her to ruin or
can Esther and Lawrence overcome
their pasts?
Pennington’s Department
Store Series

Rockwood Chronicles Series
The first in a spellbinding sixpart new series from the
No. 1 Sunday Times
bestseller...

Readers' Reviews:
...another winner...
An engaging, absorbing and
realistic story that will touch
your heart!

408pp

444pp

Emma Hornby
The Maid’s Disgrace

Maggie Mason
The Halfpenny Girls

When her beloved mistress dies, lady's maid Phoebe Parsons is forced onto
the poverty-ridden streets of Manchester by her unforgiving new master.
Desperately searching for a new position, Phoebe discovers her reputation
is in ruins. Now she is destitute, disgraced and alone.

1937. Alice, Edith and Marg face hardships every day, growing up on
one of the poorest streets in Blackpool. Their friendship has helped them
survive this far, but it'll take more than that to see them through the dark
days that lie ahead...

Fearing for her future and haunted by her abandonment, Phoebe finds
herself living with thieves and drunks in the smog and squalor of the
city – until she meets Victor Hayes. A police officer removed from duty and
shamed by a cruel lie, Victor is a kind face among the uncertain threats of
living in the slums. Phoebe soon realises the sacrifices she must make to
rebuild her life from the ground up...

Alice is coping with a violent father, Marg is left reeling after a dark secret
about her birth comes to light and threatens to destroy the life she knows,
and Edith is fighting to protect her alcoholic mother from the shame of
their neighbours and keep her brother on the straight and narrow.

As their worlds collide, can they make a new life from the wreckage? Or
will the judgement of their peers make a pauper of Phoebe?

A chance encounter at the Blackpool Tower Ballroom promises to set
their lives on a new path. Will the Halfpenny Girls, who have never known
anything but poverty, finally find happiness? And if they do, will it come
at a price?

Readers' Reviews:

Halfpenny Girls Series

Throughout this book is a truly
enchanting, inspirational story
that will grip readers.

Readers' Reviews:

Loved it, couldn't put it down, it
was amazing...

408pp
9

A truly inspirational story.
From the moment I opened this
book I was hooked.

414pp

Isis Softcover 		
Eva Björg Ægisdóttir
The Creak On The Stairs

Peter Hore
Bletchley Park's Secret Source

When a body of a woman is discovered at a lighthouse in the Icelandic
town of Akranes, it soon becomes clear that she's no stranger to the area.

Churchill's Wrens And The Y-Service In World War II

Chief Investigating Officer Elma, who has returned to Akranes following
a failed relationship, and her colleagues Sævar and Hörður, commence
an uneasy investigation, which uncovers a shocking secret in the dead
woman's past that continues to reverberate in the present day.
But as Elma and her team make a series of discoveries, they bring to light
a host of long-hidden crimes that shake the entire community. Sifting
through the rubble of the townspeople's shattered memories, they have
to dodge increasingly serious threats, and find justice before it's too late.

The first in the Forbidden
Iceland Series
An exciting and harrowing tale...
RAGNAR JÓNASSON
As chilling and atmospheric as an
Icelandic winter. LISA GRAY

AWARD
WINNER

The World War II codebreaking station at Bletchley is well known and
its activities documented in detail. Its decryption capabilities were vital
to the war effort, significantly aiding the Allied victory. But where did
the messages being deciphered come from in the first place? This is the
extraordinary untold story of the Y service, a secret even more closely
guarded than Bletchley Park. 'Y service' was the code for the chain of
wireless intercept stations around Britain and all over the world. Hundreds
of wireless operators, many of them civilians, listened to German,
Italian and Japanese radio networks and meticulously logged everything
they heard. Some messages were then used tactically but most were
sent on to Station X – Bletchley Park – where they were deciphered,
translated and consolidated to
build a comprehensive overview
of the enemy's movements and
intentions.
Readers' Reviews:
For anyone who likes historical
fiction this is a must read...
It is both fascinating and
captivating... Well written,
enjoyable and informative.
A fantastic read. I was interested
from the first page all the way
to the last.

Mystery 378pp

N/F: History 312pp

Catherine Isaac
The World At My Feet

Rebecca Tope
The Ullswater Undertaking

1990. Harriet is a journalist. Her job takes her to dangerous places, where
she asks questions and tries to make a difference. But when she is sent to
Romania, to the state orphanages the world is only just learning about,
she is forced to rethink her most important rule.

Spring has brought many new beginnings into the world of Persimmon
'Simmy' Brown. Not only has her baby arrived, but she and her fiancé
Christopher have moved to the historic village of Hartsop – and their
forthcoming nuptials are only a short month away. But when a former
acquaintance of Christopher's reminds him of an undertaking made a
decade previously that he hasn't fulfilled, their lives soon take a sinister
turn. Yet even with a young baby to consider Simmy cannot ignore her
instinct to investigate, especially when the murder has a personal link to
her soon-to-be husband. Assisted by her would-be detective friend Ben,
can Simmy puzzle out this reckoning from the past and protect her family?

2018. Ellie is a gardener. Her garden is her sanctuary, her pride and joy.
But, though she spends long days outdoors, she hasn't set foot beyond
her gate for far too long. Now someone enters her life who could finally
be the reason she needs to overcome her fears.

...a profoundly moving, heartfilled story showing that, even in
the darkest winter, new shoots
of love, laughter and hope
are waiting to burst through.
...exactly the kind of story we
all need right now. I adored it.
SARAH HAYWOOD

Isis

July

The Lake District Mysteries
Series

...brought me to tears. What a
beautifully written and incredibly
moving novel. BETH O'LEARY

Romance 426pp

Mystery 306pp
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Isis

Isis Softcover 		

August

Eva Björg Ægisdóttir
Girls Who Lie

Mick Herron
Slough House

When single mother Maríanna disappears from her home, leaving an
apologetic note on the kitchen table, everyone assumes that she's taken
her own life...until her body is found in the Grábrók lava fields seven
months later, clearly the victim of murder. Her neglected fifteen-year-old
daughter Hekla has been placed in foster care, but is her perfect new life
hiding something sinister?

A year after the Russian secret service left a British citizen dead from
Novichok poisoning, Diana Taverner is on the warpath. Meanwhile, Slough
House has been wiped from Service records, and fatal accidents keep
happening. No wonder Jackson Lamb's crew are feeling paranoid. With
a new populist movement taking a grip on London's streets, and the old
order ensuring that everything's for sale to the highest bidder, the world's
an uncomfortable place for those deemed surplus to requirements. The
wise move would be to find a safe place and wait for the troubles to pass.
But the slow horses aren't famed for making wise decisions.

Fifteen years earlier, a desperate new mother lies in a maternity ward,
unable to look at her own child, the start of an odd and broken
relationship that leads to a shocking tragedy. Police officer Elma and her
colleagues take on the case, which becomes increasingly complex, as the
number of suspects grows and new light is shed on Maríanna's past – and
the childhood of a girl who never was like the others...

The Slough House Series

Forbidden Iceland Series
Elma is a memorably complex
character... FINANCIAL TIMES

Slough House is the best yet.
TLS
Superb. IRISH TIMES

Elma is a fantastic heroine.
SUNDAY TIMES

SIM PUB
TITLE
Mystery 378pp

Thriller 366pp

Edward Marston
Tragedy On The Branch Line

Beth O'Leary
The Road Trip

When Bernard Pomeroy, a young undergraduate at Corpus Christi College,
finds a letter slipped under his door in the early hours of a rainy day, he
flies into a panic. He hurries to the railway station. But he doesn't reach
his destination alive.

Addie and her sister are about to embark on an epic road trip to a friend's
wedding in rural Scotland. The playlist is all planned and the snacks are
packed. But, not long after setting off, a car slams into the back of theirs.
The driver is none other than Addie's ex, Dylan, who she's avoided since
their traumatic break-up two years earlier. Dylan and his best mate are
heading to the wedding too, and they've totalled their car, so Addie has no
choice but to offer them a ride. The car is soon jam-packed full of luggage
and secrets, and with four hundred miles ahead of them, Dylan and Addie
can't avoid confronting the very messy history of their relationship...

Inspector Colbeck and Sergeant Leeming are called upon to investigate
this tragedy on the railway. It soon becomes apparent that Cambridge's
hopes of success in the forthcoming Boat Race rested on Pomeroy's
shoulders. With academic disputes, romantic interests and a sporting
rivalry with Oxford in play, the Railway Detective will have his work cut
out to disentangle the threads of Pomeroy's life in order to answer the
truth of his death.

Inspector Robert Colbeck
Series

Will they make it to the wedding on time? And, more importantly, is this
really the end of the road for Addie and Dylan?

O'Leary does it again! ...another
sure-fire hit, filled with
characters you won't forget.
MIKE GAYLE
So romantic and moving and
brilliantly told, with characters
who are relatable but beautifully
flawed. ...an absolute knockout
and it's going to be a huge hit.
LOUISE O'NEILL

Historical Mystery 366pp
11

Romance 450pp

Isis Softcover 		
Laura Bambrey
The Beginner's Guide To Loneliness

Thomas Enger & Jorn Lier Horst
Smoke Screen

After a tragic event left Tori Williamson isolated from her loved ones, she's
been struggling. That's why she set up her blog, The Beginner's Guide to
Loneliness, as a way of – anonymously – reaching others who just need
a little help sometimes. When she's offered a free spot on a wellbeing
retreat, Tori is anxious about opening herself up to new surroundings. But
after her three closest friends – who she talks to online but has never
actually met – convince her it'll do her some good, she reluctantly agrees
and heads off for three weeks in the wild (well, a farm in Wales). From
the moment she arrives, Tori is sceptical and quickly finds herself drawn to
fellow sceptic Than, the retreat's mysterious latecomer. But as the beauty
of The Farm slowly comes to light she realizes that opening herself up
might not be the worst thing.

Oslo, New Year's Eve. The annual firework celebration is rocked by an
explosion, and the city is put on terrorist alert. Police officer Alexander Blix
and blogger Emma Ramm are on the scene, and when a severely injured
survivor is pulled from the icy harbour, she is identified as the mother of
two-year-old Patricia Smeplass, who was kidnapped on her way home
from kindergarten ten years earlier and never found. Blix and Ramm join
forces to investigate the unsolved case, as public interest heightens, the
terror threat is raised, and it becomes clear that Patricia's disappearance
is not all that it seems...

A total hug in book form.
Warm-hearted, honest and
touching, it's a beautiful story
of love and friendship. I loved it!
MIRANDA DICKINSON
An absolute delight!
JUDY ASTLEY

Isis

September

Alexander Blix Series
An exercise in literary tagteaming from two of Norway's
biggest crime writers with a
bold new take...a series with
potential. SUNDAY TIMES
...this summer’s most anticipated
read, and it doesn't disappoint.
TVEDESTRANDSPOSTEN,
NORWAY

Romance 396pp

Thriller 384pp

Emily Gould
Perfect Tunes

Lisa Jewell
The Night She Disappeared

It's the early days of the new millennium, and Laura has arrived in New
York City's East Village in the hopes of recording her first album. A
songwriter with a one-of-a-kind talent, she's just beginning to book gigs
with her beautiful best friend when she falls hard for a troubled musician
whose star is on the rise. Their time together is stormy and short-lived –
but will reverberate for the rest of Laura's life.

Midsummer 2017: Teenage mum Tallulah heads out on a date, leaving her
baby son at home with her mother, Kim. At 11 p.m. she sends her mum a
text message. At 4.20 a.m. Kim awakens to discover that Tallulah has not
come home. Friends tell her that Tallulah was last seen heading to a pool
party at a house in the woods nearby called Dark Place.

Fifteen years later, Laura's teenage daughter is asking questions about
her father, questions Laura does not want to answer. Laura has built
a stable life and she's taken pains to close the door on what was and
what might have been. When her best friend – now a famous musician
– comes to town, opportunity knocks for Laura for a second time. After
all the sacrifices she's made along the way, how much is she still that girl
from Ohio, with big talent and big
dreams?

2018: Walking in the woods behind the boarding school where her
boyfriend has just started as head teacher, Sophie sees a sign nailed to
a fence.

...mind-blowing...
ELIF BATUMAN
...a zippy and profound story
of love, loss, heredity and
parenthood. I gulped it down...
I loved every page. EMMA
STRAUB

Literary 276pp

Tallulah never returns.

A sign that says: DIG HERE...

Lisa Jewell's latest edge-of-yourseat thriller stands out... [she]
highlights how our views of the
world and of others can often
render us blind to what is truly
going on around us...brilliant...
deft...surprising. USA TODAY

Mystery 499pp
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Aurora Softcover 		

July

Lainie Anderson
Long Flight Home

Natalie Conyer
Present Tense

The First World War is over and air mechanic Wally Shiers has promised
to return home to his fiancée, Helena Alford. But Wally never reckoned on
charismatic fighter pilot Ross Smith, and an invitation to compete in the
world's most audacious air race. A £10,000 prize has been offered for
the first airmen to fly from England to Australia. Smith is banking on an
open-cockpit Vickers Vimy, a biplane with a fuselage that looks ominously
like a coffin. And who can resist a hero? Wally writes to Helena to say he
won't be home for another year – and the love of his life is left holding
her hand-stitched wedding dress...

Retired police chief Piet Pieterse has been murdered, necklaced in fact. A
tyre placed round his neck, doused with petrol, set alight. An execution
from the apartheid era and one generally confined to collaborators. Who
would target Pieterse this way, and why now?
Veteran cop Schalk Lourens is trying to forget the past. But Pieterse was
his old boss and when Schalk is put on the case, he finds the past has a
way of infecting the present.
Meanwhile, it's an election year. People are pinning their hopes on
charismatic ANC candidate Gideon Radebe but there's opposition and in
this volatile country, unrest is never far from the surface.
Schalk must tread a difficult path between the new regime and the old,
between the personal and the professional, between justice and revenge.

This is a wonderful tale, superbly
told. PETER FITZSIMONS

This investigation will change his
life, and could alter his country's
future.
A truly remarkable book. South
Africa comes to vivid life in these
pages. KERRY GREENWOOD

AWARD
WINNER
Historical Fiction 390pp

Mystery

Shelley Davidow
High Infidelity

James Delargy
Vanished

At forty-four, loyal English wife Lara Winters discovers that Brock, her
husband of 21 years, has been cheating on her. Devastated, desperate,
she flees her home in London and heads for the farthest place she can
imagine, from her old, blinkered life. She escapes to Byron Bay, Australia.
On her first day in the laid-back town, Lara almost runs over the redhaired, slightly raddled Ruby in the car park. Relieved to be still alive,
the warm-hearted Aussie leases Lara a small cottage on her semi-rural
property where Lara's adventures of self-discovery begin...

Lorcan and Naiyana are desperate to move their young family far away
from the hustle and bustle of modern city life.

330pp

The abandoned town of Kallayee seems like the perfect getaway: no one
has lived there for decades. It will be peaceful. Quiet. Secure.
But life in Kallayee isn't quite as straightforward as they hope. Lights flicker
at night. Car tracks appear in the dust even when the family hasn't driven
anywhere. And six-year-old Dylan is certain he can hear strange sounds.
Lorcan and Naiyana refuse to leave. No one can talk sense into them.
And now, no one can talk to them at all.
They've simply vanished.

The perfect read for anyone who
ever had to (or wanted to) start
over. SHERIDAN STEWART,
BROADCASTER, ABC RADIO
A glittering, eloquent romantic
comedy from a fresh and exciting
Australian voice.
ANNIE GROSSMAN, ANNIE'S
BOOKS ON PEREGIAN

Romance 312pp
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Delargy manages to turn the
wide-open deserted Outback
into something intensely
claustrophobic and chilling.
RUSS THOMAS
There is menace on every page
of this atmospheric thriller.
An abandoned mining town
in the Australian outback is
the desolate – almost surreal
– backdrop to a tale of a
disintegrating family.
JO FURNISS

Thriller 438pp

Aurora Softcover 		
Alison Booth
The Painting

Jacqueline Bublitz
Before You Knew My Name

When Anika Molnar flees her home country of Hungary not long before
the break-up of the Soviet Union, she carries only a small suitcase – and a
beautiful and much-loved painting of an auburn-haired woman in a cobalt
blue dress from her family's hidden collection.

When she arrived in New York on her 18th birthday carrying nothing but
$600 cash and a stolen camera, Alice was looking for a fresh start. Now,
just one month later, she is the city's latest Jane Doe, an unidentified
murder victim. Ruby Jones is also trying to start over; she travelled
halfway around the world only to find herself lonelier than ever. Until she
finds Alice Lee's body by the Hudson River. From this first, devastating
encounter, the two women form an unbreakable bond. Alice is sure that
Ruby is the key to solving the mystery of her life – and death. And Ruby –
struggling to forget what she saw that morning – finds herself unable to
let Alice go. Not until she is given the ending she deserves.

Arriving in Australia, Anika moves in with her aunt in Sydney, and the
painting hangs in pride of place in her bedroom. But one day it is stolen in
what seems to be a carefully planned theft, and Anika's carefree life takes
a more ominous turn.
Sinister secrets from her family's past and Hungary's fraught history cast
suspicion over the painting's provenance, and she embarks on a gripping
quest to uncover the truth.
...offers a compelling and incisive
portrait of Anika – a wise and
wary exile from an oppressive
regime – as she struggles to
regain her trust in humanity.
MICHELLE WILDGEN

Aurora

August

The most wonderful book.
Unusual, beautiful, feminist,
gripping, deserves to win prizes.
I loved it so much.
MARIAN KEYES
...up-all-night, just-one-morepage plot is brilliantly clever and
original. Everyone should read
this book. ROSIE WALSH

General Fiction 324pp

Thriller 330pp

Zoe Deleuil
The Night Village

Fiona Palmer
Tiny White Lies

When Australian expat Simone moves to London to start a career, getting
pregnant is not on her agenda. But she's excited to start a new life with
her baby and determined to be a good mother. Even though her boyfriend
Paul's cold and grey apartment in the Barbican Estate seems completely
ill-suited for a baby. Even though Simone and Paul have only known each
other for a year. Even though she feels utterly unprepared for motherhood.
The arrival of Paul's cousin Rachel in the flat should be a godsend. But
there is something about Rachel that Simone doesn't trust. Fighting sleep
deprivation and a rising sense of unease, she begins to question Rachel's
motives, and to wonder what secrets the cousins share.

Two families escape the rat race to holiday at a remote coastal retreat, but
what lies are they telling themselves and each other?

Shortlisted for the Hungerford
Award, Western Australia
...an unsettling novel with the
gothic undertones and insistence
of a psychological thriller...a
compressed, tense and engaging
domestic drama. HUNGERFORD
AWARD JUDGES

Crime 276pp

Ashley has recently lost her husband, and her daughter Emily is being
bullied online. Meanwhile, Ashley's best friend Nikki is hiding a huge
secret – and why is her husband Chris receiving so many text messages
lately? With their children glued to technology – PlayStation, YouTube,
Instagram, Snapchat – Ashley and Nikki hatch a plan: for three weeks,
both families will stay in a rustic, remote coastal camp with no phone
reception. While the teenagers struggle to embrace this new world of
self-entertaining in the rugged bushland, the adults are trying to maintain
a certain facade. Soon, around the flames of the campfire, their tiny white
lies might just begin to be exposed.
Her books are tear-jerkers
and page-turners. SYDNEY
MORNING HERALD
Fiona Palmer just keeps getting
better. RACHAEL JOHNS

General Fiction 372pp
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Anna Jacobs
Mara's Choice

Trevor Shearston
The Beach Caves

When Mara Gregory receives a letter from the father whom she believed to
have died when she was a child, her world is turned upside down.

It's 1970, and young Annette Cooley is part of a small team working
on an archaeological dig on the New South Wales south coast – a site
that appears to prove that Aboriginal societies in the late Holocene
were becoming less nomadic, even sedentary. The discovery is thrilling
in its significance, and the atmosphere in the group is one of charged
excitement. The team is led by a husband-and-wife pair, stars in their field,
Aled Wray and Marilyn Herr, and working on their sites promises to be the
making of Annette as an archaeologist.

Aaron Buchanan only discovered that he had a daughter a couple of years
ago and now he's desperate to play a part in her life.
In the face of her mother's opposition, Mara arranges to meet her
father and his family. In a breath-taking corner of the world, amid a
waterfront community on Australia's west coast, will Mara find him the
disappointment that her mother promises? And when Australia brings
another man into her life, she's faced with some huge decisions and some
heartrending choices.

The first in The Waterfront
Series

On a new site, linked to the first, Annette starts to fall for a fellow student,
Brian Harpur. But there are strange tensions and a hidden darkness within
the group. Then one of their party mysteriously disappears. When police
arrive, Annette makes a decision that will irrevocably mark her life, and
Brian Harpur's.
A moody, evocative novel
that brings the rugged south
coast of New South Wales
to life. ANDREW MCLEOD,
AUSTRALIAN BOOK REVIEW
...this is a novel that reeks of
jealousy, betrayal, and guilt.
...a superb novel, which I expect
to see in shortlists in due course.
LISA HILL, ANZ LITLOVERS

Saga 318pp

Literary 312pp

Martin van Beynen
Black Hands

S.R. White
Prisoner

Inside The Bain Family Murders

When a man is found savagely 'crucified' amidst a murky swamp in
northern Australia, detective Dana Russo and her team are called to a
shocking scene. The victim is a convicted rapist, just released from prison,
who years earlier committed an atrocious crime yards from where he was
killed.

It's a story that began in a rickety old home on a cold June morning in
1994, where five members of a seemingly ordinary New Zealand family
were gunned down. There were two suspects. One lay dead from a single
bullet to the head. The other was the only survivor: David Bain. Since then,
the country has asked: Who killed the Bain family? David, or his father
Robin? And why?
Award-winning journalist Martin van Beynen has covered the Bain story
closely for decades. Now, his book brings the story completely up to
date: exploring the case from start to finish, picking through evidence
old and new, plumbing the mysteries and motives, interviewing neverbefore-spoken-to witnesses, and guiding readers through the complex
police investigation and court
cases, seeking to finally answer the
question: Who was the killer?

Who murdered him – and why? With several potential leads, the
investigation quickly becomes more complex, and sinister, than anyone
imagined. And Dana realises she'll have to confront her own troubled past
to understand the true motives of the killer...

S.R. White is the real deal.
CHRIS HAMMER

Readers' Reviews:
Fantastic book and I highly,
highly recommend it...
A great read! So well researched
and written.

N/F: True Crime 366pp
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Mystery 480pp

July

Philippa Carey
A Suitable
Companion

Sally Hawker
After The Storm
280pp

248pp

Camilla Kelly
The Summerhouse
Ghost

Dawn Knox
The Duchess Of
Sydney

296pp

312pp

Suzanne Ross Jones
Local Hero

Margaret Mounsdon
The Xena Island
Mystery

Linford Romance

Linford Romance Softcover

August

Francesca Capaldi
That's Amore
248pp

Kirsty Ferry
It Started With A
Pirate

248pp

256pp

240pp

September

Angela Britnell
Breakfast At The
Butterscotch Bakery

Gina Hollands
Little Village Of
Second Chances

256pp

416pp

Wendy Kremer
The Other Woman

Denise Robins
La Vie En Rose

248pp

304pp
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Linford Western

Linford Western Softcover 		
July

Terrell L. Bowers
The Valerons –
Retribution!

Abe Dancer
Houston's Story
224pp

256pp

Peter Dawson
Lone Rider From
Texas

T.T. Flynn
Prodigal Of Death
408pp

448pp

August

Max Brand
The Welding Quirt

Fred Grove
Red River Stage

Dirk Hawkman
Vulture Wings

Ben Ray
Reuben's Revenge

360pp

368pp

248pp

256pp

Allan Vaughan
Elston
The Lawless Border

Charles M. Martin
The Deuce Of
Diamonds

Lewis B. Patten
Ride The Red Trail

384pp

392pp

September

Parker Bonner
Borders To Cross
240pp
17 17

368pp

Isis Softcover Award Winning Title

Eva Björg Ægisdóttir		
The Creak On The Stairs
Eva Björg was born and raised in Akranes, the small town featured in her books.
The Creak On The Stairs, her debut novel, became an Icelandic bestseller. Eva now
lives with her husband and three children in Reykjavík.
The first in the Forbidden Iceland Series
Winner of the Storytel Award for Best Crime Novel 2020
Winner of the Blackbird Award for Best Icelandic Crime Novel
Shortlisted for the Amazon Publishing Readers Award for
Best Independent Voice
Shortlisted for the Amazon Publishing Readers Award for
Best Debut Novel
Shortlisted for the CrimeFest Specsavers Award for Debut Crime Novel

see
page

10

Fans of Nordic Noir will love this moving debut... It's subtle, nuanced, with a sympathetic central
character and the possibilities of great stories to come. ANN CLEEVES
See page 11 for the second in the Forbidden Iceland Series – Girls Who Lie

Aurora Softcover Award Winning Title

Natalie Conyer		
Present Tense
Natalie Conyer lives in Sydney. She was born and grew up in Cape Town, South
Africa, where her debut novel, Present Tense, is set.
A long-time crime fiction fan, Natalie has a Doctorate in crime fiction. Her short
stories have won several awards in the annual Scarlet Stiletto competition, run by
Sisters in Crime Australia.
Winner of the Ned Kelly Award 2020 for Best Debut Crime Fiction
Shortlisted for two 2020 Davitt Awards – Debut Crime Novel and
Best Adult Crime Novel
Selected by The Australian as one of their Best Books of 2020

see
page

13

A gripping story of murder, revenge and betrayal set in the new
South Africa. MALLA NUNN
18
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